PRIMARY PRODUCERS

The primary producers group consists of: farmer, grower, logger and fisher.
The group’s job is to update food and energy prices.

FARMER

Role Description
You represent 10,000 farmers. You farm sheep, cattle, goats, pigs and chickens. You have a strong connection
to the land. The quality of the land you farm on is paramount to your financial wellbeing. You earn money
from the productivity of your land, through selling livestock.

Planet Challenges
Topsoil Erosion
Your intensive farming efforts, including stock production, have degraded valuable topsoil in yours and
surrounding land. The hooves of the stock that you farm break up the uppermost layer of soil, making it easier
to wash away in the rain. This topsoil is the best part of the soil needed for growing grass in future years.
This challenge is represented on the board by a picture of dried out, eroded soil in your farmland.

Effects:





Food prices increase 10% per year
Farmer losing 20% income
Increase in salinity reduces fresh water purity by 1% per year
Grower losing 10% income – soil problems affect all nearby areas requiring high quality soil

Note that you aren’t able to solve this Planet Challenge until the Grower has dealt with their “Crop Failure”
Planet Challenge. The two issues are so intermingled that one can’t be dealt with in isolation.

For more information:
https://www.qld.gov.au/environment/land/soil/erosion/impacts/
http://www.worldwildlife.org/threats/soil-erosion-and-degradation

Invasive Species
Rabbit and foxes are running wild in your land. These pests eat the grasses your stock rely on. They also
damage and destroy trees in your land that your stock use for shelter. They also push out local wild species.

This challenge is represented on the board by a rabbit and a fox on your land.

Effects:




Land biodiversity down 1 per year
Farmer losing 10% income per year
Increase food prices $5 per year

For more information:
https://www.environment.gov.au/biodiversity/invasive-species/publications/factsheet-european-wild-rabbitoryctolagus-cuniculus
https://www.environment.gov.au/biodiversity/invasive-species/publications/factsheet-european-red-foxvulpes-vulpes
http://www.abc.net.au/science/articles/2009/04/08/2538860.htm

GROWER

Role Description
You represent 2,000 growers. You grow wheat, vegetables and fruit for local and international markets.
Irrigation and high quality land are really important to you. You earn money from the productivity of your
land, through selling the food crops you grow.

Planet Challenges
Water Rights Dispute
The grower, logger and farmer are all taking water from the Shenandoah River, meaning that there isn't
enough water for the grower to grow crops. This needs to be dealt with by a political decision – but there will
be some losers and some winners in any decision.
This challenge is represented on the board by an enormous black pipe at the coast, where the Shenandoah
River meets the ocean.

Effects:



Food prices increase 10% per year.
Income down 10% for farmer and logger, 20% for grower.

For more information:
http://www.nationalwatermarket.gov.au/about/rights.html
http://www.water.nsw.gov.au/water-licensing/basic-water-rights
http://gizmodo.com/what-are-water-rights-1696881723

Endangered Bees
Bees pollinate plants, without them agriculture is impossible. There is a Maya-wide die off of bees, which is
reducing agricultural productivity due to less pollination.
This challenge is represented on the board by a sick looking bee in your land.

Effects:



Food prices increase $1D10 per year.
Income down 1d10%.

Note that because fertiliser overuse is a major reason why the bees are endangered, you can’t deal with this
problem until the Farmer deals with his fertiliser overuse challenge.

For more information:
http://www.treehugger.com/endangered-species/whats-killing-bees-time-magazine-examines-crisis.html

LOGGER

Role Description
You represent 2,000 loggers. You log all kinds of wood for manufacturing and commercial use. Trees, and the
land that trees grow on, are of utmost importance to you. You earn money from the productivity of your land,
through selling the wood you grow.

Planet Challenges
Enhanced bushfire seasons
Climate change increases the chances of all kinds of extreme weather and natural events, including bushfires. Drier
conditions and stronger winds lead to this scenario. Every summer, more and more forests are lost to bushfire due to
climate change.

This challenge is represented on the board by a flame in one of your forests.

Effects:




Air quality down 2% per year
Income down 20%
All planner's income down 10% due to increased wood costs

For more information:
https://schools.aemi.edu.au/bushfire/about-bushfires
http://www.climateinstitute.org.au/verve/_resources/2016_Bushfire_Factsheet_-_FINAL.pdf
https://www.climatecouncil.org.au/topic/bushfires

Palm Oil
Oil made from palm trees has become an important industrial product, for use in food, production and energy. Your
industry is cutting down native forests to plant lots of palm trees

This challenge is represented on the board by a standing up picture of some palm oil fruit (they look red with a
black centre) near one of your forests.

Effects:




Your entry into food production steals $200,000 per year from Grower.
Land biodiversity down 1 per year.
Food prices lower by 20% until this is solved.

For more information:
http://www.saynotopalmoil.com/Whats_the_issue.php
http://www.wwf.org.au/our_work/saving_the_natural_world/forests/palm_oil/
http://palmoilaction.org.au/

FISHER

Role Description
You represent 2,000 Fishers. You fish in lakes, rivers and open sea water, and have a particular interest the
health of the water on Maya. You earn your money through selling fish.

Planet Challenges
Overfishing
The public demand for fish has steadily increased over the years. You’ve had to catch more and more fish
from the sea to keep up with growing demand. This is resulting in a reduction of fish stocks. Simply put, the
fish aren’t reproducing as quickly as you’re catching them, so you’re starting to feel the effects.
This challenge is represented on the board by a giant mess of fishing nets on the underwater level.

Effects:



Sea water biodiversity down 1 per year
Fisher income down 10% in year 1, 20% in year 2, 30% in year 3, etc.

For more information:
http://www.eschooltoday.com/overfishing/what-is-overfishing-for-kids.html
http://ocean.nationalgeographic.com/ocean/explore/pristine-seas/critical-issues-overfishing/

Oil Spill
Regular tectonic activity has caused one of your off-shore oil rigs to spring a leak. ‘Ocean Nugget’ your main
undersea oil rig, is now spewing 100,000 litres of oil per year into the ocean. This is having a sever effect on

ocean life, as well as impacting on energy prices. You’ll need to collaborate with the Energy industry to tackle
this challenge.
This challenge is represented on the board by a giant oil spill on the underwater level.

Effects:




Fisher loses 10% income per year
Sea water quality down 1% per year
Sea biodiversity down 1 per year

Note that you aren’t able to solve this Planet Challenge until Energy has dealt with their peak oil Planet
Challenge. The two issues are very much related, which is why they can’t be dealt with in isolation.

For more information:
http://www.conserve-energy-future.com/effects-of-oil-spills.php
http://www.itopf.com/knowledge-resources/documents-guides/environmental-effects/
https://www.amsa.gov.au/forms-and-publications/environment/publications/NP-Reports/documents/OilSpills-in-ME.pdf

NGOS

The NGO group consists of: Green Ninjas, Public Alliance.
The group’s job is to track biodiversity.

GREEN NINJAS

Role Description
You represent a small but militant environmental organisation with 100 members. You’re extremely
committed to environmental goals, probably more than any other group. You earn money from public
donations.

Planet Challenges
Habitat Fragmentation
A thriving biodiversity relies on the ability of habitat populations to intermingle. Due to an increase in
transport infrastructure including roads and train tracks, habitats have been fragmented, posing a threat to
sensitive land species. This has the potential to cause irreversible damage local ecosystems if not addressed.
This challenge is represented on the board by two animals encaged.

Effects:




Land biodiversity down 2 per year
Transport industry income up 10% per year
Green Ninjas lose 10% donations per year because people think you're ineffective

Note that you aren’t able to solve this Planet Challenge until Transport has dealt with their emissions
regulations Planet Challenge, as the two issues are related.

For more information:
http://study.com/academy/lesson/habitat-fragmentation-effects-definition-causes.html
http://www.environment.gov.au/science/soe/2011-report/8-biodiversity/3-pressures/3-7-clearingfragmentation

Ocean Garbage Patch
Most plastic waste doesn’t biodegrade. Unfortunately, tons of plastic waste end up in water ways which lead
to the ocean. Once plastic enters the ocean, currents sweep it out to sea. Off the coast of Maya, a large ocean
garbage patch has accumulated and is floating around with a harmful and uncertain future.
This challenge is represented on the board by a picture of a wad of rubbish on the underwater level.

Effects:




sea biodiversity down 1 per year
sea water quality down 2% per year
Green Ninjas lose 10% donations per year because people think you're ineffective

For more information:
https://marinedebris.noaa.gov/info/patch.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GLgh9h2ePYw

PUBLIC ALLIANCE

Role Description
You’re part of the NGO (non-governmental organisations) group. You represent a small but passionate human
rights organisation with 100 members. You’re extremely committed to human rights, probably more than any
other group. You earn money from public donations.

Planet Challenges
Increased immigration flows
You have a large immigration influx, which is too high for your current system to deal with, although there are economic
benefits to be had.

This challenge is represented on the board by a dark brown boat with immigrants on it just off the coast of
Belville.

Effects:




All government lose 20% income in increased costs for settling migrants.
All citizens increase income 10% in increased wages for migrants.
Lose 10% donations per year because people think you're ineffective.

For more information:
https://www.boundless.com/economics/textbooks/boundless-economics-textbook/immigration-economics38/introduction-to-immigration-economics-138/impact-of-immigration-on-the-host-and-home-countryeconomies-546-12643/
http://www.globalissues.org/article/537/immigration

Climate Refugees
The "Kashik Garden" islands, populated by the Indigenous, is being affected by sea level rise, meaning the people need
to move to the mainland.

This challenge is represented on the board by a light brown boat with dark skinned people on it just off the
coast of Kashik Gardens.

Effects:




Quarter indigenous land unusable – so Indigenous income down 25%.
Tourism loses 20% income as climate refugees are squatting at Dakota Beach until they are
properly settled.
Lose 10% donations per year because people think you're ineffective.

Note this problem can’t be dealt with until there is more money being put into climate change research. This
is a Planet Challenge for the Young.

For more information:
http://nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/climate-refugee/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_migrant

PLANNERS

The planners group consists of: civil engineer and developer.
The group’s job is to make pieces for for new inventions, etc.

CIVIL ENGINEER

Role Description
You represent a powerful and busy civil engineer. Your goal is to build lots of impressive infrastructure, such
as bridges, airports, harbours and other public buildings. You make money from people paying you to build
infrastructure.

Planet Challenges
Sea level rise
Significant changes in sea level can have a variety of devastating impacts. Around Maya, sea levels are rising
and the station at Dakota Beach is becoming inundated.
This challenge is represented on the board by blue cellophane encroaching onto the land at Dakota Beach.

Effects:


Tourism and Transport each lose 20% income per year

For more information:
http://education.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/sea-level/

Shared irrigation infrastructure
Irrigation systems supply water to land that would otherwise be dry. Agriculture and revegetation efforts rely
heavily on sufficient irrigation efforts. Over the years, the amount of water being siphoned from Soma Lake
run-off has increased, reducing river flow across Maya. The Diablo River Delta is particularly effected. As a
result, negative effects to aquatic habitats are emerging.
This challenge is represented on the board by a standing up picture of a large irrigation sprinkler.

Effects:



Biodiversity decreases by one per year
Fresh water purity decreases by 2% per year

Note that you aren’t able to deal with this issue until the Fisher sorts out the algal bloom in the river. With the
algal bloom in place, water from the river is so polluted already it isn’t helpful in irrigation.

For more information:
http://agriculture.vic.gov.au/agriculture/farm-management/soil-and-water/irrigation/about-irrigation

DEVELOPER

Role Description
You represent a wealthy developer, who earns money from buying and selling property, and from developing
real estate by increasing its desirability. Your focus is on making money for yourself, but you also know that
you have to live within Mayan society and try and please as many different types of clients as possible.

Planet Challenges
Building a tourist resort on indigenous land
Tourism is the face of a nation. A booming tourism industry reflects an image of success, regardless of what
might be going on behind the scenes. Developers (you) feel pressured to contribute to the tourism industry
but don’t have any prime land. You shadily get a hold of a beautiful piece of indigenous beachfront property
and plan to develop it into a top market resort. If the project goes ahead, several groups will be affected.
This challenge is represented on the board by a silver building being constructed on Melenki.

Effects:



Tourism gains 10% income
Indigenous lose 10% of their income because their land is being used.

Note that this problem can’t be dealt with until the Indigenous themselves have cleaned up the contaminated
landfill on their land.

For more information:
http://www.nntt.gov.au/ILUAs/Pages/default.aspx

Housing costs too high for the young
It is all too common for young professionals to struggle to buy their first home and get out of the rent-trap.
Developers want to help by building affordable houses for the young of Maya. But as it stands, there are no
viable ways to accomplish this. A whopping $3,000,000 is required to provide affordable housing. UGH!
This challenge is represented on the board by an enormous mansion just north of Belville.

Effects:



Young people’s income is reduced by 20% due to high rent
Pay $200,000 per year in fixing up sub-standard rental properties

For more information:
http://www.firsthome.gov.au/
http://reengageinc.org/research/brief_history_public_housing.pdf

INDUSTRY

The industry group consists of: energy, mining, tourism and transport.
The group’s job is to track GHGs.

ENERGY

Role Description
You represent the 2,000 workers that make up the energy industry. You primarily deal in oil. In fact, at the
start of the game you make all your money from the productivity of the oil fields you own.

Planet Challenges
Peak Oil
Peak oil is the scenario where supply is greater than demand, this means that without switching to some new
form of energy, reducing demand or finding more oil somehow, oil will eventually run out completely.
This challenge is represented on the board by a piece standing up that says “Peak Oil”.

Effects:



Energy requirements up 40%
Increases energy prices 20%

Note that this challenge cannot be dealt with until another source of oil production is examined. The Logger
has a Planet Challenge concerning palm oil that needs to be addressed first.

For more information:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peak_oil
http://www.oildecline.com/
http://www.geo.cornell.edu/eas/energy/the_challenges/peak_oil.html

Tar Sands
You’ve gotten so desperate for new sources of oil that you’ve started extracting it from tar sands in the far
north. This is an extremely inefficient and polluting way of getting oil.
This challenge is represented on the board by a picture of tar sands near the Stirling Desert.

Effects:



Energy prices up 20%
GHGs up 5ppm per year.

For more information:
http://ostseis.anl.gov/guide/tarsands/
http://www.no-tar-sands.org/what-are-the-tar-sands/
http://www.foe.org/projects/climate-and-energy/tar-sands

MINING

Role Description
You represent the 2,000 workers that make up the mining industry. You make your money from selling the
raw materials that you mine from the land that you own.

Planet Challenges
Polluted Tailing Ponds
Disused mines have been left in a contaminated state, damaging the local environment. This is also affecting nearby
industries, which you’re having to compensate until you deal with this issue.

This challenge is represented on the board by a picture of pollution pouring into some tailing ponds in the
mining area.

Effects:




Fresh water purity down 2% per year.
Sea biodiversity down 1 per year.
Pay logger and grower $100,000 each per year in fines.

For more information:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tailings#Tailings_ponds_or_impoundments
https://www.vice.com/read/tailings-ponds-are-the-biggest-environmental-disaster-youve-never-heard-of-714
http://www.miningfacts.org/Environment/How-are-waste-materials-managed-at-mine-sites/

Mountaintop Removal Mining
You've been exploding the tops of mountains to access more resources, causing widespread damage and criticism.

This challenge is represented on the board by a pile of dynamite at the base of the Granger mountains.

Effects:




President orders you to pay $100,000 to Tourism and Green Ninjas every year.
Air quality down 2% per year.
Flip coin. Heads = air biodiversity down 1, Tails = land biodiversity down 1.

For more information:
http://ilovemountains.org/resources

http://earthjustice.org/features/campaigns/what-is-mountaintop-removal-mining
http://appvoices.org/end-mountaintop-removal/mtr101/

TOURISM

Role Description
You represent the 2,000 workers that make up Maya’s tourism industry. You earn your money from the
money that tourists spend when they visit the tourist attractions that you own.

Planet Challenges
Destruction of coral reef
A beautiful coral reef, which attracts lots of tourists, is bleaching due to climate change. When the coral is
bleached, it dies off, which also destroys the vast biodiversity that lives on it.
This challenge is represented on the board by lots of white corals on the underwater level.

Effects:




Tourism income down an extra 10% per year.
Sea biodiversity down 1 per year.
Green Ninjas pay $100,000 per year unsuccessfully researching how to solve it.

For more information:
http://www.huffingtonpost.com.au/2016/05/29/coral-bleaching-death-toll-is-worst-north-of-cairns/
http://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts/coral_bleach.html
http://www.reefteach.com.au/coral-bleaching/

Smoggy City
Dakota Beach, your prime tourist location, is smoggy from winds blowing rail and industrial pollution from
across Maya.
This challenge is represented on the board by a factory just north of Dakota Beach.

Effects:




Lose 20% income
Winds are blowing into Indigenous islands as well, they're spending $100,000 a year on medical
bills.
air quality down 2% per year

Note: this can’t be dealt with until the problem of industrial farming is looked into by the Secretary of
Commerce.

For more information:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Smog
http://www.cleanerandgreener.org/resources/air-pollution.html
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/news/releases/2016/air-pollution-rising/en/

TRANSPORT

Role Description
You represent the 2,000 workers that make up Maya’s transport industry. You earn your money from the
money that people spend when they use the transport infrastructure (airports, rail lines, toll roads, harbours)
that you own.

Planet Challenges
North-South Link
As the capital Belville grows, a new freeway is needed to link the North and the South of the city, but it is
controversial, as it will destroy parks in the city and cause more traffic pollution.
This challenge is represented on the board by two traffic cones on either side of Belville, which would be the
north and south end of the proposed freeway.

Effects:



Planners and government now all have an energy requirement of 50 GWH, as they’re required to
get around the city without the freeway
If built, a permanent one-off loss of land biodiversity of 6.

For more information:
http://gizmodo.com/6-freeway-removals-that-changed-their-cities-forever-1548314937
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East_West_Link_(Melbourne)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transport_geography

Dredging for sea freight
Belville’s busy port is taking larger container ships, meaning there is a need to dredge the port to deepen it,
with the environmental damage that produces.
This challenge is represented on the board by a white piece of material coming out from Belville Harbour,
representing the area to be dredged.

Effects:




Sea biodiversity down 1 per year.
Sea water quality down 1% per year.
Fisher energy requirement up 30%, as it has to fish in different places to allow the dredging to take
place

Note that the dredging of the port is occurring near where the coral reef is being bleached (a Planet Challenge
for Tourism), so this problem cannot be dealt with until that one has been.

For more information:
http://www.theage.com.au/multimedia/dredge/main.html
http://www.depi.vic.gov.au/forestry-and-land-use/coasts/marine/bays-inlets-estuaries-and-lakes/dredging
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2013/dec/11/the-facts-about-dredging

CITIZENS

The citizens group consists of: young, old and indigenous.
The group’s job is to track air quality, seawater purity and fresh water purity.

YOUNG

Role Description
You represent 50,000 young people aged 20-35. You earn your money from employment in various different
jobs. You have the same interests and concerns as you’d imagine any group this age would have.

Planet Challenges
Lack of climate change research
The Young, the people who will be most affected by climate change in the long run, are disgusted at the lack
of research into climate change, and want to do something about it.
This challenge is represented on the board by a standing up piece of paper with a dollar bill being cut in half
on it.

Effects:



GHGs up 5ppm per year
roll 1D4 1 = air quality down 1%, 2 = air biodiversity down 1, 3 = land biodiversity down 1, 4 = sea
biodiversity down 1

For more information:
https://www.nrdc.org/onearth/more-evidence-no-waitless-evidence
http://www.smh.com.au/environment/climate-change/climate-will-be-all-gone-as-csiro-swings-jobs-axescientists-say-20160203-gml7jy.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/12/science/science-teachers-grasp-of-climate-change-is-foundlacking.html?_r=0

Melamine in milk
Melamine, a toxic plastic compound, has been found in milk supplies consumed by the young.
This challenge is represented on the board by a small container of milk with a skull on it.

Effects:


food requirements up 10%



farm income up 10%, as it is cheaper to allow the polluted milk to keep selling rather than deal
with it

For more information:
http://www.who.int/csr/media/faq/QAmelamine/en/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2008_Chinese_milk_scandal
http://www.forbes.com/sites/yanzhonghuang/2014/07/16/the-2008-milk-scandal-revisited/#367f92044282

OLD

Role Description
You represent 50,000 old people (aged 60-85). You earn your money from superannuation payments. You
have the same interests and concerns as you’d imagine any group this age would have.

Planet Challenges
Blackouts
Energy supply is patchy due to inadequate energy supply infrastructure. This particularly affects you because
you use a lot of power, and are reliant on it working reliably.
This challenge is represented on the board by a standing up picture with a power cord with a red line through
it.

Effects:




Energy requirements up 20%
air quality down 1% per year, because you’re having to rely on burning wood in your fire more
often
Mining loses 1d6 x $100,000 per year, because there are inconsistent orders for coal to burn to
create electricity

For more information:
http://www.vic.gov.au/emergencies-safety/alerts-warnings-hotlines/power-blackouts.html
http://www.ausgrid.com.au/Common/Customer-Services/Electricity-supply/Blackouts-and-powerrestoration.aspx#.V0ux_ZF96Cg
http://www.dieselserviceandsupply.com/Causes_of_Power_Failures.aspx

Nuclear accident
Uranium, a radioactive element, has been discovered underneath a Rest Haven suburb. It is making some of the locals
very sick.

This challenge is represented on the board by a standing up picture of some uranium.

Effects:



Energy requirement up 30% due to sickness
Public Alliance protests causing loss of campaign donations to President, who loses $300,000 a
year

For more information:
http://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/radiation-sickness/basics/definition/con-20022901
http://www.world-nuclear.org/information-library/nuclear-fuel-cycle/introduction/what-is-uranium-howdoes-it-work.aspx

INDIGENOUS

Role Description
You represent 1,000 indigenous people who live mostly on the islands east of the Mayan mainland. You earn
money from two sources: tourists spending money to come and visit your heritage sites (although nowhere
near as much as the Tourism industry makes from its land), and some money from employment.
You have a special license from the government to operate a casino. You should let the rest of the people
know about this. If anyone wants to gamble, the simply say the amount they want to gamble (minimum
$100,000 but no maximum). They then roll a six sided dice: 1 = lose all their money. 2 = lose half their money.
3 or 4 = nothing happens. 5 = double your money. 6 = triple your money. The money comes from the Vault if
they win anything. If they lose money, you get what they lose.

Planet Challenges
Contaminated landfill on sacred land
Your people have built a landfill too close to a sacred burial ground. Now the landfill is leaking toxic waste to
the burial ground, making it an environmental and cultural disaster.
This challenge is represented on the board by a red ‘toxic’ symbol on one of your islands.

Effects:



Pay Minister of Environment $200,000 per year in environmental fines
1/5th of your land is contaminated and isn't earning any money, so Indigenous income down 20%

For more information:
http://www.waterencyclopedia.com/La-Mi/Landfills-Impact-on-Groundwater.html
http://greenliving.lovetoknow.com/Environmental_Problems:_Landfills
http://classroom.synonym.com/landfill-pollution-water-pollution-15895.html

Overpopulation / nomadism conflict
A nomad lifestyle requires large areas of land and small population density. Your nomadic ways are causing
environmental damage now that the indigenous population has risen.

This challenge is represented on the board by the three nomadic huts on your land.

Effects:




Land biodiversity down 1 per year.
Income down 10%
Public Alliance and Green Ninjas conflict over this issue. Flip coin. If heads, Public Alliance pay
Green Ninjas $200,000 and vice versa.

For more information:
https://news.mongabay.com/2013/08/overpopulation-and-grazing-imperils-nomadic-lifestyle-and-wildlife-inladakh/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Human_overpopulation

BANK

Role Description
You represent 100 staff who run the financial system in Maya. You earn your money from interest charges
that you get from loans to people.
You’ve got a big job ahead. You’re in charge of the “Vault”, which pays people every game year what they’ve
earned. They have to show you their budget, and then you pay then their net income (income minus
expenses) from the Vault. If they completely run out of money you can choose to give them a loan, but you
must charge them interest.

Planet Challenges
Price volatility
Food and energy prices are a pivotal factor in any major economy. As of late, the food and energy prices
across Maya have been going up and down rapidly and unpredictably. As a result of this instability, it’s
becoming more and more difficult to maintain a properly functioning economy.
This challenge is represented on the board by a standing up picture of a graph of two different lines going up
and down.

Effects:



Roll dice for energy prices  1 = down 20%, 2 = down 10%, 3 = up 10%, 4 = up 20%
Roll dice for food prices  1 = down 20%, 2 = down 10%, 3 = up 10%, 4 = up 20%

For more information:
http://www.fao.org/economic/est/issues/volatility/en/#.Vw8f2zB942w

GOVERNMENT

The government group consists of: President, Environment Minister, Secretary
of Commerce.
The group’s job is to set up and pack up the board and pieces.

PRESIDENT

Role Description
You represent one person, the President. You’re concerned more than anyone else about every single role in
the game. Whether Maya is saved is depending on you the most. You earn your money from tax revenue.
You have a special role. From time to time, decisions will need to be made, whether they’re from Planet
Challenges or from circumstances or just from things that pop up. You will need to make decisions that you
think are the fairest and that help advance Maya to the point where it can be saved.
Also, any member of the government can sign off on policies or contracts.

Planet Challenges
Industry vs. Greens Showdown
Two major parts of your nation are heading for a major court case. Until it is decided, both will try to sabotage
the other. NGOs and Citizens are asking Industry and Primary Producers to pay a substantial amount of money
up front and ongoing to set up a 'Green Fund' to pay for sustainable development.
This challenge is represented on the board by a standing up picture of a sign ‘economy’ and ‘environment’.

Effects:



Each day roll 1D6: 1-3 All NGOs and citizens pay $100,000 each in court costs, 4-6 all Industry and
Primary Producers pay $100,000 in court costs
President forfeits one year in deciding the outcome of this court case.

Note that another conflict, the polluted tailing ponds that the miner has left behind, will need to be dealt with
before this court case can go ahead.

For more information:
http://trofire.com/2013/10/03/industry-vs-environment-battle-climate-change/
http://www.mbaofficial.com/gd-topics/industrialization-vs-environment-what-is-of-utmost-need/

http://debatewise.org/debates/2918-economic-development-vs-the-environment/

Commercial Self-Regulation
The President has allowed industry and primary producers to regulate their own affairs for a long time. This
means that there hasn’t been as much political and legal oversight into their practices. These groups have
benefitted greatly from this situation, but it has come at a cost to the environment.
This challenge is represented on the board by a standing up picture of a business man sipping wine while
driving over someone in a truck.

Effects:



All primary producers and industry get $100,000 from the Vault each game day
Air, fresh water and sea water purity down 1% each

For more information:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Industry_self-regulation
http://www.ntnews.com.au/news/opinion/selfregulation-floors-exposed/newsstory/297e9a8667cfce06607f9c4a4056a56b

ENVIRONMENT MINISTER

Role Description
You represent one person, the Environment Minister. You’re concerned more than anyone else about the
state of the environment in the game, perhaps not quite as much as the Green Ninjas, but being part of the
government, you can probably do more about it. You earn your money from tax revenue.
Any member of the government can sign off on policies or contracts.

Planet Challenges
International bird sanctuary
A international government wants to set up a bird sanctuary on Maya, at a cost of $3,000,000. Without it,
biodiversity will suffer.
This challenge is represented on the board by a standing up picture of “Word Bird Day”.

Effects:



Air biodiversity down 3 per year.
If built, air biodiversity up 1 per year.

For more information:
http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/parks/Find_a_Park/Browse_by_region/Adelaide/adelaide-bird-sanctuary
http://www.birdlife.org/worldwide/news/bird-conservation-international

Saving the Dundee Ice Shelf
Due to climate change, the ice shelf is melting, which is destroying local wildlife and raising sea levels in the
local area.
This challenge is represented on the board by the blue ocean encroaching on the Dundee Ice Shelf.

Effects:




Sea biodiversity down 1 per year.
Sea water quality down 1% per year, as the melting ice contains mud and other impurities
Every year roll 1d6 = x $100,000 spent on protecting Rest Haven from being flooded (split these
costs between all Government)

Note that you can’t solve this issue until the sea lobbyists who are constantly pressuring the President have
been dealt with.

For more information:
http://www.aljazeera.com/news/2016/05/warming-world-melting-arctic-business-usual160523095230532.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2016/05/16/even-for-the-fast-meltingarctic-2016-is-in-uncharted-territory/
http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/ArcticIce/

SECRETARY OF COMMERCE

Role Description
You represent one person, the Secretary of Commerce. You’re particularly interested in the economic health
of Maya. You know that without a strong economy, Maya can’t afford to save its environment. You earn your
money from tax revenue.
Any member of the government can sign off on policies or contracts.

Planet Challenges
Industrial farming
You want to support monocultural intensive farming practices, because your primary producers make much
more money this way, but they come at an environmental cost. You'll have to make a choice as to how to
reconcile these two points of view.

This challenge is represented on the board by a standing up picture of a row of harvester ploughing through
the fields in the farmer’s land.

Effects:




Sea water quality down 1% per year from over fertilising.
food prices down 20%
If you stop monocultural farming practices, farmer, grower and logger all lose 30% income

For more information:
https://www.voiceless.org.au/the-issues/factory-farming
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intensive_farming
http://www.ecifm.rdg.ac.uk/monoculture.htm

Anti-sustainable planning
You want to promote sustainable planning, but your planners currently do really well without any sustainable
guidelines.
This challenge is represented on the board by a standing up piece that says "unsustainable".

Effects:



Air quality down 4% per year.
Any measure you take will cost Planners $200,000 each up front and 30% drop in income.

Note that this problem cannot be solved until the developer deals with the housing costs Planet Challenge.
Sustainability and cost are linked.

For more information:
http://www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/about-council/vision-goals/eco-city/Pages/eco-city.aspx
http://www.iisd.org/topic/sustainable-development
http://gogreenplus.org/nuts-and-bolts-guide/performance-nuts-and-bolts-guide/sustainabilitymanagement/sustainability-plans/

